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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The demonstration of communication between arachnoid
cysts (ACs) and the adjacent subarachnoid space is a prerequisite for their proper manage-
ment. CT cisternography (CTC) is the conventional method for functional evaluation of ACs.
The sensitivity of MR imaging to CSF flow has been demonstrated, but reports of the clinical
usefulness of MR CSF flow techniques in this application are limited. The purpose of our study
was to prospectively evaluate the accuracy of MR CSF flow study as an alternative to CTC in
this setting.

METHODS: MR CSF flow study with retrospective ECG-gated 2D, fast low-angle shot,
phase-contrast (PC), cine gradient-echo sequence was performed in 39 patients with an
intracranial AC. Results were compared with intraoperative and CTC findings.

RESULTS: PC cine MR imaging results were compatible with operative or CTC findings in
36 (92.3%) of 39 patients. Twenty-four cysts were noncommunicating, and 15 were communi-
cating. Three cysts were evaluated as being noncommunicating on PC cine MR imaging
(false-negative) but demonstrated contrast enhancement on CTC. No false-positive diagnoses
occurred. All cysts regarded as being communicating on PC cine MR imaging were also found
to be communicating on both confirmation methods.

CONCLUSION: MR CSF flow imaging with a PC cine sequence can be incorporated in the
imaging work-up of ACs. This is a reliable alternative to invasive CTC for the functional
evaluation of ACs.

Arachnoid cysts (ACs) are widely accepted as devel-
opmental anomalies in which splitting or duplication
of the primitive arachnoid membrane leads to intra-
arachnoid fluid collection (1). ACs constitute 1% of
all intracranial masses, but the true incidence of in-
tracranial ACs is unknown because many may be
asymptomatic throughout life (2–6).

Intracranial cysts are mostly located along the
hemispheric surfaces and cisternal spaces, with 50–
60% occurring in the middle cranial fossa (7–10). ACs
are classified as communicating or noncommunicat-
ing according to their relation to the subarachnoid
space (11–13). Inadequate or non-existent communi-

cation between the cyst and the subarachnoid space
seems to be responsible for mass effect and progres-
sive symptoms (14). Differentiation of communicat-
ing cysts and noncommunicating ones is often re-
quired if surgical therapy is contemplated (15, 16).

CT cisternography (CTC) is the most widely used
diagnostic method to show the communication between
the cyst and the subarachnoid space (12, 17–20). In the
last decade, flow-sensitive cine MR imaging techniques
have been increasingly used to investigate the flow char-
acteristics of CSF, but only a few reports describe the
role of flow-sensitive cine MR techniques to show the
flow dynamics of intracranial, CSF-related cysts (21, 22).
The purpose of this prospective study was to determine
whether flow-sensitive phase-contrast (PC) cine MR
imaging obviates CTC in demonstrating the communi-
cation between ACs and CSF. Our aim was to investi-
gate the accuracy of flow-sensitive PC cine MR imaging
as an alternative to invasive CTC.

Methods
Between December 1999 and February 2003, we examined

41 patients with ACs in the preoperative period. In two pa-
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tients, CTC was unsuccessful and surgery was not performed;
they were excluded from our study. The remaining 39 patients
(15 female, 24 male; age range, 1–82 years; mean age, 25 years)
constituted the study group.

MR imaging was performed with a 1.5-T superconducting
magnet (Magnetom Vision Plus; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany)
by using a standard head coil. Initially, T2-weighted turbo
gradient spin-echo images were obtained in a minimum of two
planes before flow-sensitive PC cine MR imaging was done.
The imaging parameters were as follows: TR/TE/NEX, 7400/
115/1; flip angle, 160°; field of view, 230 mm; matrix 345 � 512;
and section thickness, 2 mm. T2-weighted images served as
guides for estimating possible communication sites of the cysts
and the neighboring cisterns and for determining the extent of
the ACs.

To demonstrate possible communication between the cyst
and the subarachnoid space, the qualitative flow data were
obtained with a 2D fast low-angle shot (FLASH) gradient-echo
sequence. The imaging parameters were as follows: TR/TE/
NEX, 70/15.8/2; flip angle, 10°; field of view, 250 mm; matrix,
144 � 256; section thickness, 4 mm; and velocity encoding, �2
cm/s. The measurements were performed in three orthogonal
directions at the assumed communication sites.

Retrospective cardiac gating was used. Eleven phase images
were calculated. MR images for qualitative evaluation of CSF
flow were displayed in a closed-loop cine format. The cine
mode studies were interpreted directly from monitors by ad-
justing the window and center measures of the images. The
observation of the hyperintense or hypointense areas in the
cyst, such as a sign of jetlike flow, was used to judge the
presence of communication between the cysts and the cisternal
spaces. ACs having the same signal intensity as that of the
surrounding tissue were regarded as noncommunicating cysts.

CTC images were ordered at the 2, 6, 12, and 24 hours after
the intrathecal administration of contrast material. When early
contrast enhancement was visualized in the cyst, the filming
procedure was terminated. The criterion for the communica-
tion on CTC was the visualization of the intracystic contrast
enhancement. If the enhancement was uncertain, we measured
the increase (in Hounsfield units) and compared it with the
finding on nonenhanced images. A threefold increase on de-
layed scans was accepted as a sign of communication. Results
of the CSF flow studies were compared with operative and
CTC findings. The accuracy of PC cine MR imaging was ana-
lyzed by using the McNemar test.

Results

The intracranial locations of the ACs were the
middle cranial fossa (n � 20), quadrigeminal cistern
(n � 6), retrocerebellar cistern (n � 5), cerebral
convexity (n � 5), and cerebellopontine space (n �
3). None of the patients had more than one cyst, and
none had associated developmental malformations.
Headache (n � 18), and epileptic seizures (n � 4)
were the most frequent presenting symptoms. The
Table summarizes the clinical features of the cases. In
four cases, ACs were diagnosed incidentally.

In 15 cases, marked jet flow between the cysts and
the cisterns were positive on PC cine MR imaging
(Fig 1). Twenty-four cases had no alteration in signal
intensity within the cysts regarded as being noncom-
municating (Fig 2). There was no borderline alter-
ation in signal intensity within cysts with uncertain
communication after the PC cine MR examination. In
middle cranial fossa and cerebellopontine cistern
cysts, jet flow was most reliably depicted on axial and

coronal images. Axial and sagittal images were more
useful for cysts in the quadrigeminal cistern.

PC cine MR imaging results were confirmed with
CTC findings in 25 cases, with surgical findings in
seven cases, and with both CTC and surgical results in
seven cases. In 36 (92.3%) of 39 cysts, PC cine MR
results corresponded well with the results of the CTC
or surgery (Table 1). There were three false-negative
MR studies, which failed to demonstrate the commu-
nication established on CTC. There was no discrep-
ancy in cases invovling both CTC and surgery. The
sensitivity and specificity of PC cine MR imaging in
demonstrating the communication between the ACs
and the CSF were 80% and 100%, respectively.

Discussion
Although there has been considerable controversy

regarding the indications for the surgical treatment of
asymptomatic ACs, the literature seems to show some
consensus that patients with symptomatic cysts caus-
ing seizures, hydrocephalus, increased intracranial
pressure, or neurologic impairment should be
treated. Basically, two surgical approaches have been
used: 1) Craniotomy with cyst excision or fenestration
into the subarachnoid space, basilar cisterns, or ven-
tricles, and 2) cystoperitoneal shunt placement (23–
26). The determination of whether the AC is commu-
nicating to the CSF space is important in the
preoperative evaluation. Because conventional MR
images and CT fail to solve this problem, CTC is
generally included in the diagnostic work-up (12, 17,
20, 27–29). However, the major disadvantages of CTC
are its invasiveness, considerable amount of x-ray
exposure, long imaging time, and cost.

The issue we face is whether PC cine MR imaging
may be a part of the routine in the evaluation of ACs.
The evaluation of CSF flow with flow-sensitive MR
images was reported previously. Most of these reports
have focused on physiologic flow patterns of CSF or
abnormal flow patterns, especially in obstructed CSF
pathways (30–33). Only a few studies concern the
flow dynamics in ACs. Hoffmann et al (22) reported
that, by using ECG-gated cine-mode steady-state pre-
cession sequence (PSIF), they increased the diagnos-
tic certainty regarding the communication between
cysts and CSF spaces in 18 of 19 cysts. They used the
depiction of a jetlike flow void at the assumed com-
munication site as the most convincing criterion to
confirm communication of the cysts. Eguchi et al (21)
used PC cine MR with a 2D FLASH sequence (sim-
ilar to the sequence used in our study) in 10 patients
with middle cranial fossa cysts. They found jet flow in
the cyst to be a reliable finding indicating communi-
cation of ACs.

We obtained PC cine MR images with a 2D
FLASH sequence. The flow sensitivity of this se-
quence is achieved by the interleaved flow-compen-
sated and flow-sensitive measurements performed in
a frequency-encoding direction. Marked signal inten-
sity alteration in the cyst, representing the flow be-
tween cyst and CSF, was observed in all communicat-
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ing cysts. None of the ACs in our study were regarded
as “probably communicating.” Although we suggest
that the appearance of the jet flow within the cyst
definitely proves that the cyst has communication,
more reliable results will be achieved as the cohort
expands. We did not observe any slight intensity al-
terations in the noncommunicating cysts that might
be interpreted as consequences of CSF fluctuation.
This can be explained with the insensitivity of the PC
2D FLASH sequence to these kind of complex, low-
magnitude flow patterns. PC sequences are more suit-
able for evaluating laminar flow. The PC 2D FLASH
sequence used in our study has sensitivity to velocity
as low as 2 cm/s. Brooks et al (34) reported that a
Steady-State Free Precession (SSFP) imaging tech-
nique (PSIF sequence) is sensitive to velocities in the
range of 1 mm/s. In the SSFP imaging technique,
slight CSF flow or even CSF pulsation decreases the

steady state of transverse magnetization and leads to
a signal void. Hoffmann et al (22) suggest that SSFP
imaging is better than other sequences (FLASH, gra-
dient-recalled acquisition in the steady state
[GRASS]) to detect dephasing due to complex flow.
However we do not think that increasing the sensitiv-
ity to slow flow has a substantial effect on evaluating
ACs in clinical practice; in fact, it may increase false-
positive findings.

In the present study, PC cine MR imaging failed to
show communication in three ACs. One was a quad-
rigeminal cistern cyst in which contrast enhancement
was observed in the late phases of CTC (Fig 3). The
other two cysts were located in the middle cranial
fossa and showed rapid filling of contrast material on
CTC. The inability to determine the true communi-
cation between ACs and CSF spaces may be related
to an unsuitable section orientation. Appropriate sec-

TABLE 1: Summary of patients with an arachnoid cyst

Patient/
Age (y)/Sex

Location of Arachnoid
Cyst Clinical Findings

Confirmation
Method

Communication with CSF*

PC Cine
MR Imaging CTC Surgery

1/8/M L middle fossa Seizure CTC Yes Yes NA
2/53/F R middle fossa Headache CTC Yes Yes NA
3/27/M L middle fossa Incidental CTC Yes Yes NA
4/14/M L middle fossa Headache CTC Yes Yes NA
5/16/M L middle fossa Headache CTC Yes Yes NA
6/26/F L middle fossa Headache CTC Yes Yes NA
7/15/M R middle fossa Headache CTC Yes Yes NA
8/49/M R cerebellopontine angle Vertigo CTC Yes Yes NA
9/66/F L middle fossa Headache CTC Yes Yes NA
10/20/M L middle fossa Headache CTC Yes Yes NA
11/22/M R middle fossa Headache CTC Yes Yes NA
12/50/F L middle fossa Headache CTC Yes Yes NA
13/10/F R middle fossa Headache CTC No Yes NA
14/42/M L middle fossa Incidental CTC No Yes NA
15/37/F Quadrigeminal cistern Headache CTC No Yes NA
16/52/F Cerebral convexity Headache CTC No No NA
17/70/M Quadrigeminal cistern Incidental CTC No No NA
18/11/M L cerebellopontine angle Headache CTC No No NA
19/15/F Cerebral convexity Headache CTC No No NA
20/33/M Quadrigeminal cistern Headache CTC No No NA
21/82/M L middle fossa Incidental CTC No No NA
22/5/M Cerebral convexity Seizure CTC No No NA
23/38/M L middle fossa Headache CTC No No NA
24/33/M Cerebral convexity Disarticulation CTC No No NA
25/12/M Cerebral convexity Headache CTC No No NA
26/34/F R cerebellopontine angle Vertigo Surgery No NA No
27/22/F Retrocerebellar cistern Vertigo Surgery No NA No
28/1/M Retrocerebellar cistern Cardiomegaly Surgery No NA No
29/1/F Retrocerebellar cistern Developmental delay Surgery No NA No
30/21/F Quadrigeminal cistern Visual loss Surgery No NA No
31/10/M Retrocerebellar cistern Headache, nausea/vomiting Surgery No NA No
32/4/M Retrocerebellar cistern Ataxia Surgery No NA No
33/17/M L middle fossa Seizure CTC, surgery No No No
34/1/M L middle fossa Tendency to sleep CTC, surgery No No No
35/3/M R middle fossa Seizure CTC, surgery No No No
36/4/M L middle fossa Ataxia CTC, surgery No No No
37/40/F Quadrigeminal cistern Headache, Nausea/vomiting CTC, surgery No No No
38/11/M L middle fossa Temporal bulging CTC, surgery No No No
39/18/F Quadrigeminal cistern Headache CTC, surgery No No No

*NA indicates not applicable.
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tion orientation is a prerequisite to make a reliable
measurement. Almost all ACs occur in relation to an
arachnoid cistern. In addition the operator must care-
fully define the assumed communication sites on T2-
weighted images. Operator dependence can be re-
garded a weakness of the technique. Cysts with
restricted communication may be another cause of
technical insufficiency. However, therapeutic deci-
sions generally do not change in cases of slowly com-
municating cysts, since they have a tendency to ex-
pand like noncommunicating cysts.

We performed PC cine MR imaging in three or-
thogonal planes. However, in our experience, the
identification of jet flow in one of the orthogonal
planes makes it unnecessary to obtain images in other
planes; eliminating these others helps to reduce the
imaging time.

The differential diagnosis of the posterior fossa
cysts has always been a challenge for radiologists. Five
of the cysts in this series were located in the retrocer-

ebellar cistern. These cysts were noncommunicating
on PC cine MR images. The operative findings
showed that all were true cysts with no communica-
tion. Beyond these five cases, we performed PC cine
MR and CTC in 13 patients with the presumptive
diagnosis of retrocerebellar ACs on cranial MR ex-
amination. All of these cysts were communicating on
both PC cine MR and CTC images. These lesions
were accepted as mega cisterna magna and beyond the
scope of this study. However, a considerable number of
ACs in this series were communicating, and some of
these posterior fossa lesions, regarded as mega cisterna
magna, might have been communicating ACs. We could
not find any data in the literature concerning the radio-
logic differentiation of mega cisterna magna from com-
municating ACs. Can-flow sensitive cine MR techniques
help in the characterization of posterior fossa cysts?
This question may be answered as flow-sensitive MR
techniques are included in the diagnostic work-up of
posterior fossa cysts.

FIG 1. A 20-year-old man with headaches and a communicating left middle cranial fossa AC (patient 10).
A, CTC shows homogeneous contrast enhancement in the cyst.
B and C, Transverse (B) and coronal (C) T2-weighted images (TR/TE/NEX, 7400/115/1) obtained before PC cine MR imaging helps

in proper section orientation.
D and E, Transverse(D) and coronal (E) PC cine MR images (TR/TE/flip angle, 70/15.8/10°) show hyperintensity (arrows) arising from

left chiasmatic cistern, which represents communication with the subarachnoid space.
F, Adjusting the windowing makes the flow jet (arrows) more clear.
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FIG 2. A 17-year-old male adolescent with convulsions and a left middle cranial fossa noncommunicating AC (patient 33).
A, CTC shows no contrast enhancement on delayed scan.
B, Coronal T2-weighted image (TR/TE/NEX, 7400/115/1) shows the cyst causing a mild midline shift.
C, Coronal PC cine MR image (TR/TE/flip angle, 70/15.8/10°) shows no signal intensity alteration in the cyst (arrows). Cyst and brain

have the same signal intensity pattern.

FIG 3. A 37-year-old woman with headaches and a communicating quadrigeminal cistern AC (patient 15).
A, CTC performed 2 hours after an intratechal injection of contrast agent shows no enhancement (arrow). Intracystic attenuation was

9 HU.
B, CTC at 12 hours shows mild enhancement (51 HU, arrow).
C, CTC at 24 hours shows clear enhancement (88 HU, arrow).
D and E, Transverse (D) and coronal (E) T2-weighted images (TR/TE/NEX, 7400/115/1).
F, Midsagittal PC cine MR image (TR/TE/flip angle, 70/15.8/10°) shows no evidence of communication (arrow). No signal intensity

alterations were seen on transverse and coronal images (not shown).
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In this series, the most common location of ACs
was the middle cranial fossa. According to the widely
accepted classification system by Galassi et al (35)
and others (36–37), middle cranial fossa cysts are
categorized into three types. Type I cysts are located
in the sylvian fissure, posterior to the sphenoid ridge
without any mass effect; these freely communicate
with the subarachnoid space. Type II cysts are larger,
rectangular, and localized at proximal and middle

part of the sylvian fissure. These slowly communicate
with the subarachnoid space. Type III cysts are the
largest and lenticular shaped. They generally cause
midline shift without communication to the subarach-
noid space. In this study, it was interesting to observe
that two type I cysts of the middle cranial fossa
showed no communication on both PC cine MR and
CTC, and one type III cyst demonstrated clear com-
munication on both PC cine MR and CTC (Fig 4).

FIG 4. A 66-year-old woman with a type
III cyst in the left middle cranial fossa (pa-
tient 9).

A, CTC 2 hours after intratechal con-
trast injection shows no enhancement (8
HU).

B, CTC at 12 hours shows intracystic
enhancement of 46 HU.

C and D, Transverse (C) and coronal (D)
T2-weighted images (TR/TE/NEX, 7400/
115/1) show marked midline shift.

E and F, Transverse (E) and coronal (F)
PC cine MR images (TR/TE/flip angle, 70/
15.8/10°) shows evidence of a flow jet
(arrows), although communication with
the cisternal space is unlikely in type III
cysts.
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CTC is generally accepted as a criterion standard
method to verify communication between the sub-
arachnoid space and ACs. However, we performed 31
CTC procedures and experienced technical failure in
two. In both cases, we performed the intratechal in-
jection and then observed the column of contrast
agent above the lower thoracic vertebrae on fluoro-
scopic control; however, no contrast enhancement
was seen on cranial CT. We investigated these cases
and found spontaneous intracranial hypotension in
one case, which might have explained the absence of
contrast enhancement on CT, but we could not ex-
plain the other case. In both, PC cine MR imaging
showed communicating cysts. We excluded these two
cases as we could not repeat the CTC study.

Conclusion
The results of our study indicate the utility of PC

cine MR imaging as a reasonable noninvasive alter-
native to CTC for the functional evaluation of ACs.
Following the conventional MR procedure, PC cine
MR imaging can be performed easily, especially in
candidates of surgery. CTC should be reserved for
cases in which PC cine MR imaging fails to demon-
strate the connection between the cyst and the sub-
arachnoid space.
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